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Definition

• What is Task Based Language Assessment (TBLA)?

“The elicitation and evaluation of language use (across all 
modalities) for expressing and interpreting meaning, within 
a well-defined communicative context, for a clear purpose, 
towards a valued goal or outcome.” (Norris, J.M. 2014)



Rationale: why TBLA?

• authentic: assesses real world behaviours

• aligns closely with classroom and workplace tasks

• formative

• measures skills often not targeted in assessment

• its particular strength as an assessment is impact 



Process

• version creation

• format

• communicating with teachers



Learning from teacher feedback (1)

Feedback: rubric and instructions too dense

Actions: 

➢ put instructions on a power point

➢ simplified rubric and graded the language



Original rubric



Simplified rubric



Learning from teacher feedback (2)

Feedback: timing difficult to manage

Actions:

➢ automatic timer in the power point

➢ reduced the elements in the task



Learning from teacher feedback (3)

Feedback: group mark unfair

Action:
➢ explained rationale in assessment documents; ie:

● develops responsibility
● reflects the real world
● builds solidarity



Teacher quotes: the good news 

“The TBLA makes class group work more purposeful”

“It’s improved the atmosphere in the class”

“Students take the tasks more seriously”

“I could see the relationships building”

“much less stressful than non-TBLA assessments”



Student feedback—positive

+ group work
● ‘we challenged each other to become the best and get better mark’

● ‘can help me know my classmates better’; ‘My connection with the 

students in the class had increased more than before’

● ‘Our group members can corporate with each other for task. It is 

very more efficient than one.’

● ‘they made me feel so happy and comfortable. Instead of feel 

afraid’ 

● ‘we need to trust each other enough and consider other team 

members’



Student feedback—positive

+ feedback
● ‘it was a nice feeling that I was helping my friends to improve’

● ‘I told to Jaicup that “you should use your body language”. 

He did that. His happy reaction when he saw a good 

comment in his feedback about his body language made me 

very proud to help him.’

● ‘because we can learn from errors. That can improve your 

weakness, so if get feedback, we will do better and better.’



Student feedback—positive

+ student-identified areas for improvement

● macro skills

● grammar, vocab, pron

● body language, eye contact

● presentation skills

● time management



Student feedback—challenges

- group work
● ‘sometimes work by my self is easier than work as a group’

● ‘some people in the group hard to agree with him’

● ‘some people don’t accept the recommends’

● ‘i could not understand some words’

● ‘our team members are very hard working and serious. So, I 

feel that I will blame myself if our group’s score is not as we 

expected.’



Student feedback

- group work 
● ‘when we cannot understand, we spoke slowly and try to explain more.’

● ‘one of the members of the group stopped talking on the pretext of not 

having more ideas and information and I solved this problem by urging him 

to try to find new ideas and information and not to despair’

● ‘we have a shy person, all my group help him with relaxing by the words 

“It’s easy”, “You have a good pronunciation”, “Don’t worry you will do a 

good job”.’

● ‘I talked to them as we are friends. They wanted to talk, just didn’t have 

confident’



Student feedback—challenges

- time
● ‘I would like to take more time to think before I start the task.’
● ‘There was not enough time for practice our presentation 

together.’

● ‘What I did well was to remember the time and I was doing 
like a reminder to help our group could work on time.’

● ‘In the next time, I will make a correct timetable to save a lot 
of time to do the most important thing in the task.’



What next?

• roll out at pre-intermediate level

• we’ll continue to welcome feedback

• second info session for teachers



Questions?
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